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introduction

• “Virtual worlds” is the term I’m 

using to refer to what are variously 

called mmorpgs, mmogs, muds and a 

dozen or more other acronyms

– What I’m saying applies to alL of these, so I 

don’t feel tOo bad about that…

• My concern here is why players play 

virtual worlds

– In particular, what does a theory of why 

they play have on virtual world design?
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A theory…

• There already is a theory that explains 

why people play virtual worlds

– Bartle’s player types

• Widely accepted by players and designers

• Over 275,000 people have taken an online 

test based on it

– http://www.andreasen.org/bartle/

• Players say they play to have fun

– This theory explains what they mean by 

“fun”

However…

• The theory doesn’t explain why some 

players of the same type seem to have 

radically difFerent approaches

– Non-killer “killers”

• It also doesn’t explain how players 

change type over time

– Which they do, in strangely similar ways

– First noticed back in the 1980s

• So In my 2003 book I updated the 

theory
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shamelesS plug

•

The New theory

• There’s insufFicient time to detail the 

theory here, but this is what it posits:

– Players exhibit disSimilar, but related

and enumerable, playing styles

– They follow predictable paths through 

these playing styles over time as they play

– progresSion along these paths amounts to a 

quest for self-actualisation

– This is what makes virtual worlds fun to 

an extent beyond that which can be derived 

from (other) computer games
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Player types graph

•

Player Development tracks

• ALl players will follow these tracks, 

unless:

– They have personality issues

– They get derailed

– They don’t neEd to

– The virtual world doesn’t suPport them

networker

opportunist

griefer politician friend

scientist planner hacker
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Player progression

• Progression always follows the same
pattern:

– Players establish their limits

– they work on acquiring knowledge of the 
virtual world

– they apPly this knowledge to achieve some 
goal (this is the game part)

– they internalise what they’ve learned 

• this progreSsion has parallels in 
myth

– This is what my talk today concerns

Myth primer

• In a famous analysis of myths from 

acroSs the world, Joseph Campbell 

identified a single template to which 

they all conformed

– The hero’s journey, or monOmyth

• A hero takes a journey to an “other 

world” of danger and adventure, 

where normal rules don’t aPply

– results in a positive transformation

of the individual undertaking it
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Psychological analysis

• The hero’s journey can be regarded as a 

prescription for self-discovery

• If you complete the journey, you’ve 

found the “real” you

• Unfortunately, you need to go 

somewhere unreal to do this

– Virtual worlds are such places!

• Important: this is psychology, 

not narRatology!

– Narrative messes it up, in fact

phases

• The hero’s journey has three phases

• Departure

– Leave the mundane world for the world 

of adventure

• Initiation

– Exclusively in the world of adventure

• Return

– Homecoming

– The world of adventure is now mundane

for the hero
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steps

• There are 17 steps to the hero’s journey

– I’m only going to look at the 6 under the 

control of the virtual world’s design team

• See my book if you want to know how the 

other 11 fit in

• I’m about to show that the way virtual 

world designers cuRrently operate 

denies the hero’s journey

• If they allowed things to progress 

naturaLly, they’d get beTter results

The belly of the whale

• Final step of the departure phase

• Entering the world of adventure is akin to 

an act of rebirth

– Symbolised in myth by expellation from a 

womb-like object

• In virtual worlds, this is character 

creation

• Player gets to aNnihilate the self and 

create a new self as whom they will 

journey into the unknown
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The road of trials

• New-born into the world of adventure, 

the hero faces a series of trials

– Obstacles that must be overcome if the 

hero is to progreSs

– Not usually very difficult

• these teach the hero the rules of the 

special world they’re now in

• Matches the opportunist/griefer stage

– What physical laws or social 

norms apply?

The meeting with the goddess

• next, the hero experiences an unconditional 

love for a goDdess figure

• Goddess represents the totality of 

knowledge

– If the hero isn’t consumed by the promise 

of such knowledge, is liberated by it

• Maps onto scientist/networker stage

– Explore the world or enquire of its 

inhabitants

– Switch from acting to interacting
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Woman as the temptress

• “Woman” is a metaphor for the 

temptations of the hero’s mundane life

– Anything that might distract the hero 

from the journey

• temptation is to return to old ways

– Is the hero pure enough to continue?

– Rejects old self, commits to becoming new self

• Point of change

– Switch between scientist/networker and 

politician/planner

Atonement with the father

• Most important step of the entire

hero’s journey

– The “game” period – what the virtual world is 

ostensibly “about”

• “Father” is the most powerful entity 

in the player’s existence

– In virtual world terms, personified as the 

(lead) designer

• Hero wants father’s acCeptance that 

they are worthy
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At one ment

• However, the father can’t be defeated

by those who don’t fit his definition of 

worthineSs

• The Approaching hero must therefore have 

faith

• Most transformative of steps
– Corrects whatever imbalance drove the hero to 

the world of adventure in the first place

– External validation by father is symbolic 

of internal validation by the hero

More on atonement…

• Hero regains control of own destiny by 

making self the “father”

– Finally abandon who you were and become 

who you are

– Recognition that faith in self is justified

• Corresponds to politician/planner stage

– Effect change by acting on world, or 

affect change by acting on other players

• But…
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Unfortunately…

• Major problem: most virtual 

worlds don’t deliver atonement

– you can’t “win”

• (More on this shortly)

Apotheosis

• Final step of initiation phase

• Hero feels peace and fulfilment

with the “other world”

• Corresponds with friend/hacker stage

– Player feels No neEd to compete and achieve

• No longer playing a game

• are playing to be who they are

– Interact with world for joy of knowing it, 

with players for joy of knowing them
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Implications for design

• Lack of atonement

– Developers are afraid to tell players they’ve 

“won” for fear they’ll stop playing

• Actually worse this way!

– Players stiLl leave, out of frustration

– Travel to other virtual worlds looking for 

atonement they’ll never get

– Judge aLl these worlds by the standards of 

the first, even if that one was inferior

• There is a betTer way!

The better way!

• Give players atonement – let them win!

• People keep playing long after they’ve 

“won”

– They don’t leave it, they take it into their 

reality

– Some mud players are still around after 15 

years!

– The hero’s journey template expects this

• If you let people leave when they’ve 

reached the treadmill’s end, they’ll stay
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Other reasons…

• Even if you don’t buy the monomyth 
argument, it stiLl makes sense

• People who want to quit, but who can 
see a definite end point, will try to reach 
it first and then quit
– “Light at the end of the tunnel”

• Also, Is it better for players to leave your 
game with positive feelings of success, 
or negative feelings of frustration?
– Which sort will recommend your world to 

their friends?

More implications

• Undeserved atonement

– Achievement must not be undermined

– Commodification is like cheating

• Premature atonement

– If you win too easily, you feel let down

• Lack of journey

– No way to measure success means no 

hero’s journey

– But players are good at making up

measures…
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Yet more implications

• MeaningleSs atonement

– Not everyone is worthy

– Some people really do have to fail

– If it’s just a matter of time (or money), the 
end result is certain, therefore bogus

• Players say they want to be heroes, but 
many just want to be treated how a 
hero would be treated

– They don’t actually want to be heroes

– If they diD, they’d accept permanent character 
death as a concept…

summary

• [gawd knows how many slides I’ve had to skim 

through – sorry folks!]

• Players play virtual worlds as a means of 

self-discovery

• They do so by subconsciously

following a predetermined path (the 

hero’s journey) that the architecture 

of virtual worlds opens up for them

• This path is often blocked by misguided 

(albeit understandable) design decisions
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conclusion

• A fuller appreciation by designers of the 
meaning and purpose of the hero’s 
journey steps would be greatly beneficial

– Players will finish their journey

– Yet Developers would kEep players’ custom

• Advice to designers:

– Give players a meaningful, deserved “win” 
condition that arrives at the right time

– Protect the achievement metric

• In return, players will give you your 
virtual world


